Methylation in eucaryotes influences the repair of G/T and A/C DNA basepair mismatches.
Although methylation of DNA at some sites regulates gene expression, 5mC at many sites does not appear to have any effect. We present evidence that hemimethylation at many different sites can act as a discrimination signal in mismatch repair. Deamination of 5mC in a symmetrically methylated doublet CpG yields the mismatched base pair T/G in a hemi-methylated doublet pair. Because both bases in the mismatched pair are normal constituents of DNA, identifying the incorrect base is problematic. The only apparent distinction of the two is the methylation on the strand opposite the deamination event. Using available methylases we have produced hemi-methylated SV40 DNAs that are mismatched at a single T/G or A/C basepair in a sequence that mimics the lesion resulting from the deamination of a 5mCpG. Methylation at the adjacent cytosine results in the replacement of the T much more frequently than when no methylation is present in the heteroduplex. Cytosine methylation at sites farther removed from the mismatch is equally effective in replacing the incorrect T at the mismatch. Although methylation in vertebrates is almost exclusively on cytosine in the doublet CpG, methylation of cytosines in other doublets, as well as methylation of adenosine, also act as strand discrimination signals. Perhaps some of the excess methylation in vertebrate DNAs may serve to direct mismatch repair.